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ABSTRACT 
We prove a martingale convergence for suband super martingales on Riesz spaces. As a consequence w
can form Krickeberg and Riesz like decompositions. The minimality of the Krickeberg decomposition 
yields a natural ordered lattice structure on the space of convergent martingales making this space into a 
Dedekind complete Riesz space. Finally we show that the Riesz space of convergent martingales is Riesz 
isomorphic to the order closure of the union of the ranges of the conditional expectations in the filtration. 
Consequently we can characterize the space of order convergent martingales both in Riesz paces and in 
the setting of probability spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Martingale convergence theorems, apart from being of interest when posed on prob- 
ability spaces, see, for example, [12, p. 147], yield information about the underlying 
space on which the martingale is defined. Martingale and amart convergence have 
been shown to be intrinsically linked with the Radon-Nikod~,m property for Banach 
spaces and Banach lattices (see [3, pp. 198-218], [4] and [1]). Here we explore 
martingale convergence on a Riesz space with weak order unit and the space of 
order convergent martingales on such a space. 
We recall the fundamental definitions of stochastic processes on Riesz spaces 
from [7]. Let E be a Riesz space with weak order unit. A positive order continuous 
projection T, on E, with range 7-¢(T) a Dedekind complete Riesz subspace of E, 
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is called a conditional expectation if T (e) is a weak order unit for each weak order 
unit e. A filtration on E is a family of conditional expectations, (T/)ism, on E with 
Ti Tj = Tj T/ = T/ for all j i> i. A filtration on E is also called a stochastic basis 
for E. The sequence of pairs (fi, Ti)ier~ is a (sub, super) martingale on E, if (Ti) 
is a filtration, fi E ~(Ti )  for each i c N and fi(~, >/) = Tifj, for all i ~< j. More 
details of the theory of stochastic processes on Riesz spaces can been found in [7, 
9]. We prove here that if T1 is strictly positive (i.e., has absolute kernel {0}), then 
the martingale (f/, Ti) is order convergent if and only if (f/) is order bounded. It 
should be noted that the assumption of strict positivity does not pose a restriction, 
as if this is not the case the induced martingale on the quotient space E/K ,  where 
K is the absolute kernel of T1, should then be studied. 
A consequence of this convergence theorem is that a Riesz-Krickeberg decom- 
position can be given for order convergent (sub)martingales onRiesz spaces. This 
decomposition has the notable feature that it gives the minimal martingale above the 
positive part of the given (sub)martingale. The minimality ields a natural ordered 
lattice structure on the space of convergent martingales making this space into a 
Dedekind complete Riesz space in its own right. Finally we show that the Riesz 
space of convergent martingales i Riesz isomorphic to the order closure of the 
union of the ranges of the conditional expectations in the filtration. Consequently 
we can characterize the space of convergent martingales both in Riesz spaces and 
in the setting of probability spaces. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let E be a Riesz space and f 6 E +, throughout Bf will denote the band in E 
generated by f and Pf  the band projection from E onto Bf. For further details 
on bands and band projections we refer the reader to [16], and for commutation 
relations between band projections and conditional expectations we recommend [8] 
to the reader. 
The following lemmas provide some of the foundations required in the proof of 
the Riesz space martingale convergence theorem. 
Lemma 2.1. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space with weak order unit e. Let 
0 < f ~ E and 0 < K < 1, K ~ I~. Then there exists 0 < q c IR with 
( f  - qe) -  /~ ( f  - Kqe)  + > 0 
or equivalently 
P(f_Kqe)+ -- P(f_qe)+ > O. 
Proof. Let P1 denote the band projection onto the band generated by f ,  Bf 7 ~ {0}. 
Then Pie is a weak order unit for Bf and as such f /x  nPle ~,, f .  Hence there exists 
n ~ N with (nPle - f )+ > 0 (in fact, this inequality will hold for all sufficiently 
large n). 
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Let P2 be the band projection onto the band B2 = B(nPle-f)+ ~ O. Then, as 
P2 P~ = P2 and f is a weak order unit for BU D_ B2, it follows that 
(2.1) 0 < Pz f  < nP2e. 
Now suppose the lemma false. Then 
P(f_Kqe)+ -- P(f_qe)+ = O, for all q > 0. 
In particular 
(2.2) P(p2f_K j+lnP2e)+ -- P (pz f_K JnP2e)+ = O, for all j = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  
Summing the equations in (2.2) for j = 0 . . . . .  J - 1 and observing from (2.1) that 
(P2 f  - nPze) + = 0, we get that 
P(p2f_KJnP2e)+ = P(p2f_nP2e)+ = O, for all J G N. 
Thus 0 ~< P2f  <~ KJnP2e for all J c N. But 0 < K < 1 so K J ~ 0 as 
J ~ ~,  which, from the Archimedean property, implies that P2 f = 0, contra- 
dicting (2.1). [] 
The following lemma builds on Lemma 2.1 to give one of  the critical steps in the 
proof the convergence theorem. 
Lemma 2.2. Let m, M ~ E with M > m where E is a Dedekind complete Riesz 
space with weak order unit e. Then there exists s < t such that 
(M - te) +/x (se - m) + > O. 
Proof. As M - m > 0, by Lemma 2.1, there exists q > 0 such that, 
P1 = P(M-m-5qe)+ -- P(M-m-7qe)+ ¢ O, 
i.e., Pie ¢ O. We now restrict attention to the band 7~(P1) where we have P I (M - 
m - 5qe) >7 O, and P I (M - m - 7qe) <<. O. This gives 
(2.3) Plm + 5q Pie <. P1M <. Plm + 7qPle. 
Applying Lemma 2.1 again, we obtain that there exists r ~ IR such that 
PZ = P(PlM-(r-q)Ple)+ -- P(P1M-(r+q)Ple)+ ¢ 0 
and thus 
P2[(P1M - (r - q)PIe)  +] ) O >/ P2[(P1M - (r + q)P le)  +]. 
As P1 P2 = P2 P1 = P2, we have 
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(2.4) (r + q)Pze >~ P2M >~ (r - q)Pze 
and from (2.3) we see that Pzm + 5q P2e <~ P2M. Thus 
(2.5) P2m ~ P2M - 5qPze <~ (r - 4q)P2e. 
Let t = r - 2q and s = r - 3q, then from (2.4) we have PzM - tPze >~ qPze and 
from (2.5) we get sP2e - P2m >~ qPze. Combining the above formulae, we obtain 
(M - te) +/~ (se - m) + ~ qP2e > O, 
from which the lemma follows. [] 
Lemma 2.3. Let g ~ 7~(T) + where T is a strictly positive conditional expectation 
operator on E, a Dedekind complete Riesz space E with weak order unit. I f  
T l f l  <~ g then f ~ B e, where B e denotes the band generated by g. 
Proof. Let P denote the band projection onto Bg, then, by [8, Lemma 3.1], T and P 
commute, as g 6 g (T ) .  Applying I - P to 0 <~ T l f l  <~ g and using the commutation 
of  P and T gives 
0 ~ (I - P )T I f l  = T( I  - P) l f l  <. (I - P)g. 
The strict positivity of  T now enables us to conclude that (I - P) I f [  = 0. [] 
3. MARTINGALE CONVERGENCE 
In L l the upcrossing theorem is the fundamental result used to prove martingale 
convergence. Similarly, it can be used to give a martingale convergence theorem on 
Riesz spaces without assuming the presence of  an expectation operator or a norm. 
We recall the Riesz space upcrossing theorem from [9, Theorem 4.3]. 
Theorem 3.1 (Upcrossing theorem). Let ( fi, Ti) be a sub (super) martingale in a 
Riesz space E with weak order unit and let g, f ~ 7~(T1) with g <~ f . Define the 
upcrossing yield of (fi, Ti) across the order interval [g, f ]  to be 
N 
i (  YN(g, f )  = ~ QN f -- g) 
i=1 
where = 0 = O n, S l = pVl,__l e_ii + and  
n 
om ~ pvn=j(fi_ f)+ m m n = _ (Sj -1 -- S j -2)  
j=2  
m m 
S'n + l  = Pv~'=j(g-f i )+(Qj- i  - Q j -2) .  
j=2  
Then T1YN(g, f )  <~ TI(fN --g)+ (resp. TI(fN -- f ) - ) .  
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We now take a brief look at some aspects of order convergence on Riesz spaces. 
Let E be a Dedekind complete Riesz space and let (f/) be a sequence in E which 
is order bounded; i.e., there exists 0 ~< g E E such that -g  <~ f/ ~< g for all i ~ N. 
If  u,, = sup{f,,, fn+l . . . .  }, then un exists in E by the Dedekind completeness of E 
and the fact that (fi) is order bounded. Furthermore, (un) is a decreasing sequence 
which is order bounded below and hence infu~ = inf~ sup{f,,, f ,+j . . . .  } exist 
and will be denoted by lira sup f/. Similarly, if 1~ = inf{fn, fn+l . . . .  }, we denote 
sup/n = supn inf{f,,, f~+l . . . .  } by liminf f/. That both limsup fi and liminf fi exist 
is equivalent to requiring that (f/) is order bounded. From [ 10, Proposition 1.1.10], 
(f/) is order convergent if and only if lim sup f /=  lira inf fi. It is thus meaningless 
to consider the concept of order convergence for sequences which are not order 
bounded. There are deep connections between the convergent martingales and 
martingales generated by a single element which are explored in the next section. 
Prior to proving martingale convergence theorems, we give a lemma which forms 
the core idea of all the convergence theorems in this paper. 
Lemma 3.2 (Local convergence). Let (fi, T/) be a sub (or super) martingale 
in a Dedeldnd complete Riesz space E with weak order unit and in which the 
operators Ti, i ~ N, are strictly positive, l f  there exists g c E + such that T11f/I ~< g 
for all i c N, then, for each n c N, (ne A fi v ( -ne))  is order convergent and the 
order limit Fn c E is given by 
limsup(ne A f /v  (-ne)) = Fn = l iminf(ne A f /v  (-ne)). 
i l 
Proof. Let n ~ N then 
ne ) l im sup(ne Af i  v ( -he) ) )  l iminf(ne m f i v  (-ne)) >~ -ne. 
i 1 
We show that 
limsup(ne A f/ v ( -ne))  = liminf(ne A fi v ( -ne)) .  
i t 
Suppose this equality is false, then M := limsup(ne/~ fi v ( -ne))  > liminf(ne/x 
fi v ( -he))  =: m. By Lemma 2.2 there are s, t 6 R with -n  < s < t < n such that 
h := (M-  te) + a ( se -m)  + > O. 
Let Ph denote the band projection onto the band generated by h. Then the 
definition of QU(e) in the upcrossing, along with the definitions of limsup and 
liminf gives that V j  QN(e) >~ Ph(e), for all N c N. Thus 
[ , ] HN:=y. (t - -S)Ph(e)A-~Yi(se,  te) =(t - -S)Ph(e)>O,  fo ra l lNcN.  
From the upcrossing theorem, Theorem 3.1, 




(t - s)Ph(e) A -~ ~ (se, re) 
is an increasing sequence (with respect o i) bounded above by (t - s )Ph(e)  it 
follows that 
( ' ) y T1 (t-- s)Ph(e) A -~Yi(se, te) = TIHN. 
Thus 
( O<(t -s )T1Ph(e) - - - -T1HN=yT1 ( t - -s)Ph(e)A (se, te) <<.~ 
for all N 6 N, which is not possible as E is an Archimedean Riesz space. Hence 
proving that 
ne >1 limsup(ne m 3~ v (--ne)) = liminf(ne A j~ v (--ne)) >~ --he 
i t 
for al ln61% [] 
Using the above lemma, we prove a martingale convergence theorem for order 
bounded martingales. 
Theorem 3.3 (Martingale convergence--bounded). Let (f/, T/) be a sub (or 
super) martingale in a Dedekind complete Riesz space E with weak order unit and 
in which the operators Ti, i c IN, are strictly positive, l f  there exists g ~ E + such 
that IJSI ~< g for all i ~ N, then (fi) is order convergent and the order limit f~  ~ E 
is given by 
lim sup f /=  foo = liminf j~. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 we have that for each n ~ N, (ne/x fi v ( -ne))  is order 
convergent and the order limit F~ ~ E is given by 
limsup(ne A f iv  ( -ne) )  = Fn ----liminf(ne A fi V (--ne)). 
i i 
It should be noted that IFn] is an increasing sequence in E. Observe that Ine A fi V 
(--ne)l ~ I fir <<. g and hence that IFnl ~< g for all n 6 N. Thus [Fnl t F for some F 
in E. In particular this gives that 
lim(l~] Ane) 4 F 
1 
for all n c 1% Thus F s := limsup j5 and F 1 := liminf f/exists. But from Lemma 3.2 
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ne A F S v ( -ne)  = l imsup(ne  m fi v ( -ne) )  = l imin f (ne  m f i  v ( -ne))  
i i 
= ne A F l v ( -ne)  
for all n 6 N. Now taking order limits and noting that the terms in the above equation 
are bounded by -4-g it follows that F s = F 1 . [] 
As the reader may note, the above theorem falls short of being an analogue 
of the classical Doob martingale convergence theorem in that it requires order 
boundedness a  opposed to Tl-order boundedness. This, as shown below, can be 
rectified by requiring in addition that E be a T~-universally complete Riesz space. 
An example is given at the end of the paper illustrating the need for this additional 
assumption. 
Definition 3.4. Let E be a Dedekind complete Riesz space and T a strictly positive 
conditional expectation on E, The space E is universally complete with respect to 
T if for each increasing net (f~) in E + with (Tf~) order bounded, we have that (f~) 
is order convergent. 
If E is a Dedekind complete Riesz space E and T1 is a conditional expectation 
on E, then E has a Tl-universal completion, b7. In the terminology of [8], the T1- 
universal completion of E is the natural domain of T1 in the universal completion, 
E ~, of E, see [5] for the case of measure spaces. We give a brief outline of the 
construction here. Let E ~ denote the universal completion of E, see [5,11,15] for 
details. Define/~ := D(r) - D(r)  where 
D(r) = {x 6 E~_ I 3(x~) C E+, x~ 1" x, (TlX~) order bounded in EU}. 
Then E is a Dedekind complete Riesz space, in which E is an order dense ideal. 
The extension, Tl, of T1 to E is given by Tl(x) = r(x +) - r(x ). Here r(x) = 
sup~ Tl(X~) for x c D(r) where (x~) c E+ with x~ 1" x and (Tlo!) order bounded 
in E u. In [8], it was shown that T1 is a conditional expectation and that if (Ti) is 
a filtration on E then the extension, T/, of Ti to if7 is a conditional expectation on 
for each i and (T/) is a filtration on E. It is easily verified that if T1 is strictly 
positive on E then T1 is on strictly positive on E and/~ is Tl-universally complete. 
For Tl-universally complete Riesz spaces we have the following refinement of 
Theorem 3.3, a direct analogue of the convergence theorem of Doob for L 1 spaces. 
Theorem 3.5 (Martingale convergence--universally complete). Let (fi, Ti) be a 
sub (or super) martingale in a Dedekind complete, Tl-universally complete Riesz 
space E with weak order unit and in which the operators T1 is strictly positive. I f  
there exists g E E + such that T11f/I ~< g for  all i c N, then (f i)  is order convergent 
and the order limit foo ~ E is given by 
lim sup ~ = f~ ---- liminf f/. 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.2 we have that for each n c N, (ne/x fi v (-tie)) is order 
convergent and the order limit F,, E E is given by 
limsup(ne A f /  v (-ne)) = F,, = l im in f (ne  A f i v  (-ne)). 
i t 
It should be noted that I Fnl is an increasing sequence in E. Observe that [he/x fi v 
(-ne)l ~< Ifil and hence that 
Tllne A fi v (-ne)] <~ T~lfil 4 g. 
The order continuity of T1 now gives that T1 IF,, [ ~< g for all n 6 N. This along with 
E being Tl-universally complete gives that [Fn J 1' F for some F in E. In particular 
this gives that 
lim(]fi] A ne) ~ F 
for all n E N. In particular limsup If/I ~ F making (fi, i~) an order botmded and 
thus an order convergent martingale. [] 
4. THE KR ICKEBERG DECOMPOSIT ION 
The Krickeberg decomposition forms the basis for the Riesz decomposition which 
enables one to consider the space of martingales as a Riesz space in its own 
right. We refer the reader to [6] for a study of lattice properties of the spaces of 
martingales on probability spaces. Given a stochastic basis, the following theorem 
generates from a suitably bounded submartingale the minimal martingale above the 
positive part of the submartingale. 
Theorem 4.1. Let E be a Dedekind complete Riesz space with weak order unit 
and (fi, Ti) be an order-convergent (positive) submartingale in E converging to 
foo. Then (7)f~, Ti) is a (positive) martingale with fi <. Tifoo. Moreover this 
martingale is minimal in the sense that if (gi, ~ ) is a (positive) martingale with 
fi ~ gi for all i ~ N, then ~ foo <. gi for all i c N. 
Proof. As (T/) is a filtration, it follows that (T i f f ,  ~)  is a (positive) martingale. 
But (f/, T/) is a submartingale and thus fi <~ Tifj for all j /> i. Now taking the 
order limit as j --+ oo, as T/ is order continuous, gives f/~< Ti foc. 
To prove the minimality, let (gi, Ti) be a (positive) martingale with f j  <~ gj for 
all j 6 N. Thus 
Ti f j  <~ Ti gj = gi, for all j >~ i, 
and taking the order limit as j --+ oo gives Ti foo <~ gi. [] 
Remark. If (J), Ti) is a martingale, then as fi + --+ f f  it follows from Theorem 4.1 
that (T/f~, T/) is the minimal positive martingale above (-4-fi, T/). Also f/ = 
Ti ( f+) - i~ (f~),  thus making (T/f~, Ti ) the positive and negative parts of (f/, T/). 
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Corollary 4.2 (Krickeberg decomposition). Let E be a Dedekind complete Riesz 
space with weak order unit and let (J~, Ti) be an order-convergent submartingale 
in E. There exists a positive martingale (gi, T/ ) and a positive supermartingale 
(hi, Ti) with fi = gi - hi for all i e N. 
Proof. As f+  = 0 v f j the positivity of T/gives that T~ f+ >~ 7) 0 v T~ f j = ( Ti f j ) +. 
But the submartingale property gives f/ ~< T/f j  for all j /> i. Hence T/f+ >1 
(T/f j)+ ~ fi +. Thus (f/+, T/) is a submartingale. Let (gi, T/) be the martingale 
generated by Theorem 4.1 applied to (f/+, T/). Then f/+ ~< gi giving that hi := 
gi - fi >1 fi + - fi = f i -  >> 0 and as (fi, T/) is a submartingale and (gi, T/) a 
martingale it follows that (hi, T/) is a supermartingate. [] 
Using the Krickeberg decomposition, Corollary 4.2, each suitably bounded 
martingale can be decomposed into the difference of two positive martingales in 
a minimal manner, giving the so-called Riesz decomposition of the martingale. 
Corollary 4.3 (Riesz decomposition). Let (f/, T/) be an order-convergent mar- 
tingale in E, a Dedekind complete Riesz space with weak order unit. There exist 
positive martingales (gi, T/) and (hi, Ti) with fi = gi - hi for i e N. 
5. SPACES OF MARTINGALES 
The following classes of martingales play a central role in the remainder of the 
paper. 
Definition 5.1. Let E be a Dedekind complete Riesz space with weak order unit 
and let (T,-) be a stochastic basis in E. Define the martingale generated by f e 
E relative to the stochastic basis (T/) to be (T/f, T/). Denote by A4((T/), E) the 
real vector space of all martingales in E relative to the stochastic basis (T/). The 
following linear subspaces of A4 ((T/), E) are defined by: 
(a) ~((T/), E) the generated martingales, i.e., the class of all martingales of the 
form (T/f, T/) with f e E; i.e., (f/, T/) where (f/) is an order convergent 
sequence in E; 
(c) B((T/), E) the martingales with order bound from E +, i.e., the class of 
martingales (f/, T/) for which there exists g e E + with IJ~l ~< g for all i e H. 
It is easily shown that the above defined sets of martingales are ordered vector 
spaces with ordering defined by 
(fi, T / )~(g i ,  T/) i fandonly i f  f i~g i  fo ra l l i eN ,  
and algebraic operations by ot(fi, T/) = (o~fi, Ti) and (fi, Ti) + (gi, T/) = 
( f  i "k- gi, T/ ). From [10, Proposition 1.1.10] we have that C ( (T/ ), E) c_ B( ( Ti ), E). 
In particular Theorem 3.3 shows that C((T/), E) = B((T/), E). 
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Corollary 5.2. Let E be a Dedekind complete Riesz space with weak order unit 
and stochastic basis (T/) with T1 strictly positive, then 
E) = E) E). 
Proof. The equality follows from Theorem 3.3. Let (f/, T/) 6 C((T/), E). If (f/, T/) 
converges in order to f~ ,  then as T/ is order continuous, j~ = T/fj ~ j  T/f~, for 
j >/i giving that f~ = Ti f~.  [] 
The two maps introduced below play a critical role in understanding the relation- 
ships between the classes of martingales introduced earlier. They also enable us to 
identify the class of order-convergent martingales with a Dedekind complete Riesz 
subspace of the Riesz space E. 
Definition 5.3. Define the maps L :C( (T i ) ,E )~ UT~(T/) and J:UT~(T/)----> 
G((T/), E) by setting L((fi, T/)) equal to the order limit of the sequence (f/) and 
J ( f )  = (T/f, T/), where [..J 7~(T/) is the order closure of [._J N(T/). 
Lemma 5.4. Let E be a Dedekind complete Riesz space with weak order unit and 
stochastic basis (T/ ) with Tl strictly positive. The maps L and J of Definition 5.3, 
are positive and order continuous on their respective domains. 
Proof. That J and L are positive linear maps follows directly from their definitions. 
It thus remains to show that hey are order continuous. Suppose that (f~) c U ~(T/) 
and f~ $ 0. Then as each T/ is order continuous we have that T/f~ -I,~ 0 and 
consequently J(f,~) = (T/. f,~, T/) -l,~ (0, T/.). 
We now note that if (gi, T/) E C((Ti), E) with gi ---+ g then for j >~ i we 
have gi : T/gj -~j T/g. So without loss of generality we may assume that each 
(gi, T/) E C((Ti), E) is of the form (Tig, T/) and has T/g --+ g. Let {(T/f~, T/)}, be a 
decreasing net in C((Ti), E) + with (Tifc~, Ti) $~ (0, T/). In addition we assume that 
Tt'fo~ "--+i fo~. As Tifot ~ 0 it follows that f~ ~> 0 and as the net is decreasing, for 
oe <~/3 we have 
A 
ensuring that (f~) is a decreasing net in U N(T/). Hence there exists f ~ U 7~(T/) + 
with f~ $ f ) 0, the Dedekind completeness of E has been used here. So from 
the order continuity of T~, we have Tlf~ $~ T l f  and (T/f~, T/) $~ (0, Ti) gives 
T~ fc~ $,~ O. Consequently T~ f = 0 and f ~> 0 along with the strictly positivity of T1 
give f = O. [] 
Lemma 5.5. Let E be a Dedekind complete Riesz space with weak order unit and 
stochastic basis (T/ ) with T1 strictly positive, The maps L and J of Definition 5.3 are 
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inverses in the sense that L o J I T~(L )  = 17~(L) and J o L = I. In addition U T~fT/) C 
~(L) .  
Proof. Let (T/f, T/) c C((T/), E) and without loss of generality assume T/f  ---> f .  
Then L(T/f, T/) = f and J L (T / f ,  Ti) = J ( f )  = (Tif, T/). Thus J o L = IC((~),E). 
Let f E UT-~(T/) then J ( f )  = (T/f,  Ti) and we note that as f E 7-~(Tn) for all 
n ) N for some N E N it follows that T/f  = f for all i ~> N. In particular Ti f --+ f ,  
giving L J ( f )  = f .  Thus L o J = I on U 7g(T/) and as L o J continuous on 7~(L) C 
U ~(T/) and U ~(T,-) dense in U 7~(T/) it follows that L o J = I on ~(L).  [] 
The care exercised in the above lemma is due to us not a priori knowing that 
E). 
The following lemma uses the T]-universal completion of E to deduce that 
J (UR(T/ ) )  c C((T/), E), the remaining critical step in characterising the order 
convergent martingales. 
Lemma 5.6. Let E be a Dedekind complete Riesz space with weak order unit e, and 
let ( T/ ) be a filtration on E with T] strictly positive and T1 e = e, then J (U Tg( Ti )) c 
C((T/), E). 
Proof. It is adequate to prove that iffc, 1" f ~ U~(T / )  where (f~) c (UR(T/))  +, 
then J ( f )  ~ C((T/), E). Here we note that L Jg  = g for each g ~ U~(T/ ) ,  as 
(T/g, T/) is eventually constant for such g. 
Let E denote the Tl-universal completion of E and Tj the extension to/~ of Tj. 
As proved in [8], E is a Dedekind complete Riesz space with weak order unit in 
which E is an order dense ideal, and (T/) is a filtration on E with T1 strictly positive. 
Now 
so by Theorem 3.5, (T/f, T/) is a convergent martingale in/77, to say f .  
Hence if we denote by L and ] the extensions of L and J to the E setting then 
/ , J f  = L(T/f, ~-) = lim T/f  = f .  
i 
By Lemma 5.5, 
L J  f~ = L J  fc~ = f~ "~ f .  
But L o ] is order continuous on J-I(C((T/), E) giving that L J fo  t L J f  = f .  
Consequently, f = f and T/f  --+ f in E. [] 
Lemma 5.7. Let E be a Dedekind complete Riesz space with weak order unit e, 
and let ( T/ ) be a filtration on E with T] strictly positive, then ~(  L ) = U ~(Ti  ) and 
L o J = IUT~(Ti ). 
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Proof.  From Lemma 5.4, L o J is order continuous on J - l (c ( (T i ) ,  E)), and in 
particular, by the above lemma, on U 7~(T/). Also L o J is the identity map when 
restricted to L o J is the identity map when restricted to U 7~(;q). Consequently 
U TO(T/) c 7~(L). But from the definition of  L it follows that Tg(L) C U 7E(T/). [] 
The above lemmas combine to give the final characterisation f  order convergent 
and order bounded martingales. 
Theorem 5.8. Let E be a Dedekind complete Riesz space with weak order unit e, 
and let (7~ ) be aft#ration on E with T1 strictly positive, then 
We conclude by giving an example which illustrates the need for the T1 -universal 
completion. Let 
OO 
f = Z n..~-[2 .... 12 . )~  L 1 (0, 1) 
and set 
2 n j /2  n 
T,,f = Z2nZl( j_ l )2- , ,  j2 ,, ) f f dx, 
j=l ( j _ l ) /2  n 
where 2-a denotes the indicator function of  the set A. Then (T,. f ,  T/) is a martingale 
in the Dedekind complete Riesz space L ~ (0, 1) but is not order convergent in spite 
of  having T11 f, I ~< K 1. However in the Tl-universal completion of  the space, i.e., in 
L ~ (0, 1), the martingale is order convergent to f .  
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